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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2785-David knew that he could not let Lu an get closer.

Otherwise, he might die in Lu an’s hands today.

He originally thought that Lu an’s strength would not be stable yet as he had

only just stepped into Heavenly Overlord Rank.

Unexpectedly, he was far stronger than the average Heavenly Overlord after

going berserk.

Perhaps he was not that far from peak Heavenly Overlord Rank!

He could even be the strongest among Heavenly Overlords.

Even if David used all the clones, he could not gain any advantage.

So now, he had to resort to his last option.

As the distance between them closed, Lu an felt ecstasy in his heart.

Closer!

Closer!

Closer!

David would soon be within the attack range of his ultimate move.

When the time came, David would either die or be seriously injured by his

powerful secret technique.

When seriously injured, he would not be able to maintain a clone.

Without clones blocking him, David would just be a stronger ant that he could

crush easily.

In front of him, another group of clones blocked the way.

Lu an did not care and just charged right at them.

After his body had been blessed with the secret technique, he could easily

knock out these clones.

However, when he came into contact with these clones, Lu an felt something

was wrong.

The clones were emitting a huge force.

Before he could understand what was going on…

Boom!

There was a loud bang.

One of the clones exploded.

It was the self-destruction of a partial Heavenly Overlord. How powerful would it

be?

The huge impact shocked Lu an, and his body stopped involuntarily.

The explosion had even breached a Heavenly Overlord’s astonishing defense.

With just this one blow, Lu an suffered more serious injuries

than the thousands of blows he received earlier.

Lu an was dizzy from the shock.

He did not expect that the clones could self-destruct.

A big black hole appeared.

However, this black hole was much smaller than the black hole created by the

Robotias’ Mother’s self-destruction.

Not even one ten-thousandth, however, its power should not be underestimated.

Now that the rst clone had been detonated, David would naturally not hold

back.

Immediately afterwards…

Boom! Boom! Boom!

More explosions could be heard.

The clones self-destructed one after another.

Surrounded by the self-destructing clones, Lu an completely withstood the force

generated.

There was a deafening noise in a void far away where Elora and the others had

escaped.

Sylvio immediately noticed something wrong and shouted,” Oh no! Run!”

Just as he said that, a terrifying impact overwhelmed them, throwing the four

individuals away.
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